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Figure 1: Results (l-r): Embroidery on Mirabel’s outfit with expanded examples of flower with knot stitching, capybara with needle paint,
and initial with rope stitching. Flattened view of skirt with render on left and visdev design color-coded with stitch styles on right. Isabela’s
curve-based cloth fiber dress with embroidery accents. Fiber-level cloth close-up highlighting the shading effects achieved via the different
weave patterns for silk organza, chiffon, and satin.

ABSTRACT
Walt Disney Animation Studios’ "Encanto" tells the tale of an extra-
ordinary family, the Madrigals, who live in the hidden mountains of
Colombia. The garments are an important aspect of the characters’
design and express their individual personalities. Accurate cloth
looks have been difficult to achieve with our traditional look devel-
opment workflow. We present the techniques utilized to create the
varied and complex fiber-level cloth features in the film. In order
to produce the desired level of geometric detail, we developed a
new workflow that procedurally models each cloth fiber in Hou-
dini and then binds the resulting curves to the clothing geometry
via Disney’s XGen. We also extended our embroidery workflow to
support a wide variety of embroidery types and styles which are
exemplified by Mirabel’s outfit and include needle paint, knot, and
rope stitching.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In Disney’s "Encanto", garments play an important role in the char-
acter design. Isabela’s aura of grace and perfection is reflected in
the refined detail of her garments. In contrast, Mirabel’s outfit is
covered with hand-crafted embroidery with irregular stitching that
encompasses a wide range of styles, thread types and widths.

In our traditional character asset pipeline, garments are con-
structed from tailored 2D panels that are stitched together to form
quadrilateral meshes. Different looks are achieved via mesh-based
materials, and fiber-level detail is captured via bump and displace-
ment maps. Embroidery is created through the curve-based embroi-
dery workflow introduced on "Frozen 2"[Liu et al. 2020]. Authored
curves are used as input to Disney’s XGen and additional thread-
level detail can be added via curve bundle and other effect modules.

Effects like volumetric scattering and complex specular responses
are difficult to capture with a surface BRDF, and bump/displacement
maps tend to filter out at a distance and do not provide the proper
specular response. To create the rich level of geometric detail needed
to achieve the desired looks, we introduced a new garment work-
flowwhere cloth fibers are procedurally generated as curves, similar
to [Hoffman et al. 2020], but also incorporating benefits from our
embroidery workflow.

Our embroidery process was originally designed for styles with
more uniform, shorter, and thinner threads. Both the workflow and
underlying techniques needed to be extended to support the more
complex and hand-crafted embroidery styles on Mirabel’s garments
as well as the new fiber-level cloth on Isabela.
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2 EMBROIDERY
Figure 1 illustrates the different embroidery stitching types on
Mirabel’s outfit. In order to achieve the look of the hand-made
embroidery, we utilized a combination of interleaved procedural
and interactive techniques built around Disney’s XGen. For the
rope stitching, we implemented an interactive tool where the artist
sketches the stitch path based on the projected design and then
threads are scattered procedurally along the path. These authored
stitches are input into Disney XGen’s embroidery generator. For
needle paint, we leveraged our brush-based grooming tool to define
the flow of the threads making up the base design (Figure 2). Proce-
durally authored bundles of curves are then driven by those base
curves to define the volume of fibers in each thread, providing rich
geometric details. A new mode was added to the flatten module
that maintains the original offset/orientation from the bind pose to
preserve the volumetric shape of the thick and uneven threads.

The knot style posed an additional challenge, and here we again
leveraged our grooming tools. The sculpting-based procedural
grooming tool Tonic [Simmons and Whited 2014] is designed for
crafting 3D tubes that define locks of hair in highly stylized hair
grooms. In this case, we used Tonic to sculpt tubes into the desired
knot shapes and to procedurally fill the tubes with curves. These
knot curves are then positioned and bound to the garment using
Disney’s XGen. Figure 2 shows example knot curves. Tonic was
also used to generate the curve bundles defining the volume of
embroidery thread fibers.

3 FIBER-LEVEL CLOTH
Fabric swatches are created in Houdini based on a single curve
examplar that is copied to a grid of points. The grid is duplicated
and placed depending on the specific weave or knit. Figure 3 shows
example rendered swatches of different weaves and how the ap-
propriate shading response can be achieved through the physical
structure of the weave, including effects such as color differences at
glancing angles. Once the weave has been constructed, additional
detail can be added, e.g. noise, flyaways, and painted displacements.

The fabric swatches are then cut with the uv panels to get the
curves corresponding to a particular cloth panel. The fiber curves,
along with additional attributes, such as material properties for the
shader, are exported to USD and then used as input to Disney’s
XGen embroidery workflow. This allows the smooth incorporation
of cloth fibers into the existing pipeline and also opens up the
possibility of adding additional effects on top (e.g. noise, curve

Figure 2: EmbroideryWorkflow (l-r): Using grooming brush to define
thread flow for needle paint. Resulting base threads before volumet-
ric curve bundles applied. Result of using Tonic sculpted tubes to
define knot fibers.

Figure 3: Example Cloth Fiber Swatches: Plain (left) and satin (mid-
dle). Differences in appearance are entirely due to the weave. Fly-
aways, fuzz, etc can pick up per-vertex color on weave curves (right).

bundles, collision). The cloth fibers can be previewed while iterating
and the result will be 1-1 with the final rendered geometry. The
added support for per-vertex color and arbitrary shader variables
provides for more subtle and refined shading details in the renders.

Given the added complexity of the resulting garments introduced
by the cloth fiber and embroidery detail, we made several rounds of
optimization on the code and asset side to reduce generation time
and render-time memory consumption.

4 RESULTS
The different styles of embroidery for Mirabel’s outfit with more
detailed close-ups are shown in Figure 1. For the fiber-level cloth,
the right image in Figure 3 illustrates rich thread level variation
made possible by the curve workflow. Procedural details such as
flyaways can pick up colors from the base threads, which would not
be possible with the mesh-based approach. Figure 1 shows fiber-
level cloth results on Isabela’s dress made of silk organza and silk
chiffon (plain weave) and a satin trim (satin weave). The close-up
also illustrates some examples of additional embroidery styles.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Improvements to the embroidery techniques also benefited the
other main and secondary characters as embroidery was present in
a large percentage of the costumes. The fiber-level curve-based cloth
workflow enables Look artists to achieve rich material responses
through the more principled approach to construction with a very
simple shader. The approach was first introduced for Isabela’s gar-
ment and future productions are utilizing the technique on a wide
range of character and garment designs. It is an ongoing effort to
improve performance, and level of detail is another area we would
like to explore for both the fiber-level cloth and embroidery.
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